Innovative low-profile, round roof dome with a small installation footprint looks beautiful on any roof.

- Most cost-effective daylighting solution
- Compact – smaller footprint allows for increased installation versatility
- 72” pre-attached flexible tube
- Severe weather tested
- Designed for leak-proof installation
- Hail resistant, upgraded acrylic round roof dome provides 91% light transmission and over a 250 lb. live load capacity

Exclusive, patented, ventilation-capable daylighting in a choice of three residential and commercial sizes

- Hail resistant upgraded acrylic square roof domes in 14”, 18”, and 21” sizes provides 91% light transmission and over a 250 lb. live load capacity
- Polycarbonate square roof domes available in 18” and 21”
- Perfect for residential and commercial use
- Double acrylic ceiling lens for increased insulation value
- Flexible tubes available in 96”, 120”, and 144”
- Severe weather tested

Clean, natural light anywhere with the Energy Star, cold-weather optimized Chroma Skylight Tube

- Energy Star Approved
- Double layer roof lens - polycarbonate exterior lens with acrylic interior lens
- Polycarbonate dome - 250 times stronger than standard acrylic
- Triple lens diffuser for maximum insulation value
- Cold Climate Lens Kit available for increased insulation values
- Severe weather approved
- 96” pre-attached flexible tube

The Ventilating Skylight Tube - Spectrum Series

- Great for ventilation in restrooms, kitchens, and laundry rooms
- Fast and easy conversion to a ventilation tube - simply click the venting panels in place
- Patented ventilation option available for all 14”, 18”, and 21” Spectrum Skylight Tubes

*Pending Florida Approval

Spectrum Skylight Tube ceiling lens allows for optional passive ventilation with included hardware.

Spectrum Skylight Tube roof dome allows for passive ventilation. Attach included roof dome vents to enable ventilation.

1.877.50.USSUN  www.ussunlight.com
U.S. Sunlight Skylight Tube Accessories Available

to optimize almost any installation situation or intention

Cold Climate Lens Kit
Add extra insulation for particularly cold climates. Compatible with Chroma Skylight Tube.

Electronic Light Dimmer
Electronically control the amount of daylight your Skylight Tube transmits. Compatible with 14” Spectrum and Chroma models. Requires Rigid Tube Kit installation.

Light Kit
Add nighttime house-powered electric lighting - natural lighting in the daylight, traditional lighting at night. Makes the Skylight Tube the perfect replacement for recessed lighting fixtures. Compatible with Radiant, Spectrum, and Chroma models.

Rigid Tube Kit
Eight feet of highly reflective aluminum tube and two elbow joints allow for enhanced light transmission with your Skylight Tube installation. Additional 2 foot Rigid Tube sections available for extended installations - recommended up to 20 feet. Compatible with Spectrum and Chroma models.

Tile Roof Kit
Enables installation of your Skylight Tube on ceramic Spanish tile roofs. Compatible with Radiant, Spectrum and Chroma models.

Polycarbonate Roof Dome
For severe impact-resistance - perfect for commercial purposes. Compatible with 18” and 21” Spectrum models.

Professional Installation Recommendations Available
Call 1.877.50.USSUN for further details

Additional Product Information, Videos and FAQs available at www.ussunlight.com

*Pending Florida Building Code Approval
**Florida Building Code Approved RFL-14594
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